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LAVASECLAVASEC
CLEANER WITHOUT WATER
HIGH POLISHING POWER
CLEANER WITHOUT WATER
HIGH POLISHING POWER

DESCRIPTION 

Product specially developed for manual cleaning of car bodyworks WITHOUT WATER. Without oil, chlorinated or aroma-
tic solvents. Biodegradable at more then 90%. High cleaning and degreasing power. It eliminates greasy dirtiness and 
static film. 

FIELDS OF APPLICATION   

AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, GO-KARTS

AVANTAGES 

Environmentally-friendly product: it suppresses the use of water, usually necessary for car washing (decrease of water 
invoice / environment protection). The vehicle can be cleaned in wherever place, LAVASEC does not generate any pollu-
tion. Quick and efficient action, less than half an hour to clean a car. Easy to use, it makes the bodywork shine and facili-
tates the next cleanings by reducing the dirt adherence. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1) Spray the product – immediate action: wet and uniform spraying. 
Scrub with a cloth (absorbing) in a circular move: insist on recalcitrant stains. 
Quick drying. 
By drying, the product leaves a light white pellicle. Carefully polish with a soft 
cloth. 
Average consumption of 250ml to 500ml for a car. The consumption varies 
according to the surface to clean and the dirtiness degree. 
2) In case of very dirty and polluted surfaces (greasy body, break dusts, oil, 
silt, etc.), we recommend to proceed in the following way:
Spray the product. Wet and Uniform spraying. Let it work. Wipe most of the 
dirtiness and follow instructions of paragraph 1. 

WARNINGS

For professional use. Consult the SDS (on request only).

The information in our brochures, letters, reviews and reports is provided to advise you especially 
regarding testing that has been carried out, with an ongoing concern for objectivity and without 
any commitment on our part.

 

PACKAGING

Cardboard box  12 x 500ml (sprays)
Cardboard box 4 x 5 L
Barrel 30-60-210L

 


